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It is shown that the representation theory of a multivariate, purely non- 
deterministic, wide sense stationary generalized process can be reduced to a 
study of some isomorphism results established for commutation relations 
occurring in quantum mechanics. Using this simplification a multiplicity theory 
is developed. The time domain and spectral representation of the process are 
investigated in this context, and the concept of a generalized innovations process 
is introduced. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The time domain representation and multiplicity theory of univariate 
generalized processes has been considered by Balagangadharan [2] and Chi [3]. 
Urbanik [S] has given a corresponding theory for wide sense stationary (w.s.s.) 
univariate generalized random fields. In this paper we will study the multi- 
plicity problem for multivariate generalized processes. We will restrict ourselves 
to the W.S.S. case. For ordinary processes of this type a multiplicity theory has 
been developed by Kallianpur and Mandrekar [5]. 
The methods of derivation used in [2, 5, 81 and parts of [3] are similar in 
several respects. They are all based on or represent generalizations of a method 
originated by Hanner [4]. The approach of this paper will be different. It will 
be shown that by utilizing the full power of a commutation relation given in [4] 
a short cut to the relevant results can be obtained. In fact, the multiplicity and 
time domain representation theory reduces to a study of some well-known 
isomorphism results established by von Neumann [9] in connection with his 
studies of the uniqueness of commutation relations of position-momentum type 
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in quantum mechanics. An application of this theory to W.S.S. processes has 
been given in [7]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
We denote by H the Hilbert space of all complex-valued random variables 
having a finite second moment, and where the inner product is defined by 
(X, Y) = E{XP}, X and YE H. Let K be the space of complex-valued test 
functions on (-co, CO) having a compact support. It is assumed that K is 
equipped with the usual Schwartz topology [IO, p. 281. Let L be a parameter set. 
We say that X,(+), + E K, h EL is a multivariate generalized process if for each 
r$ and h, X,(4) E H, and the mapping 4 -+ X,(+), h EL, of K into H is linear 
and continuous. If L = Rn and X,(4) is linear in h for each 4 E K, X,(4) is a 
n-dimensional generalized process. 
It will be assumed herein that X,(C) is w.s.s., i.e., for arbitrary h, TV EL; 
#,#EKandhE(--co, co) 
where 7&(t) = d(t - h). Let H(X) C H be the Hilbert space generated by 
X,($) as h and # run through L and K, respectively. Since the spectral multiplicity 
theory of self-adjoint operators simplifies considerably in a separable Hilbert 
space, it will be assumed that H(X) is separable. The following assumptions [5] 
are sufficient for H(X) to be separable: L is a Hausdorff space satisfying the 
second countability axiom and X,(4) is continuous in quadratic ,mean (q.m.) 
relative to the topology of L for each 4 E K. The separability of H(X) follows 
by some minor adjustments of the arguments used in the proof of [5, Lemma 2.11. 
Let H(X, t) be the subspace of H(X) generated by all elements X,(4) with 
the constraint supp(+) C (-co, t]. X,($) will be said to be purely nondeter- 
ministic (p.n.d.) if H(X, --co) = nta(--ao,m) H(X, t) = 0. Denote by Pt the 
projection operator on H(X, t). Then, as is not difficult to check, if X,+(4) is 
p.n.d., the chain of spaces H(X, t), t E (-cc, oo), defines a self-adjoint operator 
T having Pt , t E (-co, co), as its resolution of identity. Following [7] operator 
T may be called the time operator of the process. The multiplicity of the process 
X,(4) is defined as the spectral multiplicity of the operator T in H(X). Here 
the spectral multiplicity of T is defined [l, p. 2041 as the minimal dimension 
of its generating subspaces. A subspace G of H(X) will be called a generating 
subspace of T if the linear hull of the set of elements P(A)G, where A runs 
through all intervals, is dense in H(X). If no finite-dimensional generating 
subspace can be found, the spectral multiplicity of T is said to be infinite. 
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There is another self-adjoint operator that is of importance in the representa- 
tion theory of X,(4). Let lJ, h E (-00, co), be the unitary strongly continuous 
group in H(X) defined by U,X,(+) = XA(7&). The operator of interest is the 
operator H determined via Stone’s theorem by U, = eitH. In the terminology 
of [7], H is the energy operutor of the process. The rank of the process X,(4) 
is defined [7] as the spectral multiplicity of H in H(X). 
3. MULTIPLICITY THEORY 
Let P and Q be a pair of self-adjoint operators acting in a separable Hilbert 
space H and let P( - CO, CO) be the space of complex-valued Borel-measurable 
functions that are square integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure. The 
pair of operators (P, Q) is said to be a Schriidinger couple [6, p. 641 if there exists 
a unitary operator V taking L2( - co, 00) onto H and such that 
P = vp v* and Q = Vq V*. 
The operators p and q are defined on L2( - co, co) by 
Pf@) = --if’(t) and 4fW = ?f(t) 
where i is the imaginary unit. The corresponding domains of definition are 
givenbyD(q) = {fsL2(- CO, CO): tfsL2(---co, co)}andD(p) ={~EL~(-co, co): 
f absolutely continuous and f’ eL2(- CO, co)}. The pair (P, Q) is said to be a 
direct sum of Schriidinger couples if there exists an orthogonal direct sum 
decomposition H = czi @ Hj and (P, Q) = (& @ Pj , CE, @ Qi), where 
(Pj , Qi) is a Schrodinger couple on H, and M may possibly be infinite. It is 
not difficult to show that P and Q satisfy on D(PQ) r\ D(QP) the commutation 
relation PQ - QP = -il. Denote by u(P) and u(Q) the spectral multiplicities 
of P and Q, respectively. The operators p and q both have a simple spectrum 
(spectral multiplicity one) in L2(-co, CO). It follows that u(P) = u(Q) = M. 
We return to the process X,(4) and the Hilbert space H(X). In all of the 
following X,($) will be assumed to be W.S.S. and p.n.d. and H(X) separable. 
The following commutation relation holds for all t, s E (-co, co) 
ptu, = u&p-* (1) 
where Ut , Pt are defined in Section 2. This commutation relation was given 
already in Hanner [4] (see also [5]). H owever, the full force of this relation was 
not realized. In fact, as is shown in [7], the relation (1) when used in conjunction 
with von Neumann’s uniqueness theorem [9], implies the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (T, H) be the time-energy operator pair of X,($) as dejined 
in Section 2. Then (T, H) is a direct sum of Schrijdinger couples. 
Theorem 1 is the basic result from which our multiplicity and representation 
theory will be developed. 
THEOREM 2. Denote by t(d) = sup{s: C+(S) # 0} and let A, A, , and A, be 
Bore1 sets of finite Lebesgue measure TV. Then X,(#) can be represented as (* is used 
to denote the convolution operator): 
where g#; ) = (GA3 *+) ( ), and G,,j, j = 1,2,..., M; h EL are tempered 
distributions (that is continuous linear functionals on K) with support in (-00,0] 
and where Z&l), j = 1, 2 ,..., M are mutually orthogonal random measures such that 
-WWJ &d4N = hi l-44 n 4 (3) 
UJj(A) = Zj(d + t )  (4) 
H(X, t) = 5 H(Zj , t). (5) 
j=l 
Furthermore, the multiplicity and rank of X,,(#) are both equal to M. (Here H(Zj , t) 
is used to denote the Hilbert space generated by all Jinite linear combinations 
xi==, akZj(dk), where A, C (- 00, t], k = 1,2 ,..., It, are Bore1 sets of Jinite 
Lebesgue measure.) 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of [7, Theorems 3 and 41 and will 
only be sketched. Using the fact that (T, H) is a direct sum of Schrodinger 
couples, it can be shown that this is the case for the operator gir (-H, T) 
as well. Thus, H(X) = & @ H,(X) and (-H, T) = (cjzI @ (-Hi), 
CE, @ Ti) where (-Hj , TJ is a Schrodinger cou 
2 
le on H,(X). This decom- 
position determines a decomposition X,(4) = Cr=r @ X,j(4) of the process 
itself. Let W = CE, @ Wj be the unitary operator from & @ LJa(- 00, 00) 
onto J& @ H,(X) such that 
-Hj = W,pW,* and Tj = WjqWj* (6) 
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where Lj2(- co, 00) is the jth copy of L2(- CO, CO). Define 
Zj(A) = W*XA 
where x4 E L2(-co, co) is the characteristic function of d (&s) = 1 for s E A, 
zero otherwise). Then Z&l) is a random measure defined on all Bore1 sets of 
finite Lebesgue measure, and it is not difficult to show that (3)-(5) are satisfied. 
It follows that there exists a function gAj($; ) ~L~(--co, co) such that 
X,j($) = s"'"' gh@; s) d&(s). 
--m 
Using the technique of the proofs of [2, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.21, it results that 
gAj($; ) = (GAi * $)( ) with GAj E K’ and supp G,,g C (- co, 01. The statement 
concerning the rank and multiplicity of X,(4) follows directly from the spectral 
multiplicity properties of a direct sum of Schrodinger couples. 
Note that a spectral representation of X,(4) can be obtained by diagonalization 
of the operator H instead of T. In effect, this amounts to a Fourier transformation 
of the representation (2). Thus 
where M is the rank of X,(4), where J(u) = szW eiUt 4(t) dt and where GA3 can 
be written as a product of a polynomial and a square integrable function. Note 
that using the technique of [2, Lemma 6.11 it follows that G,j # 0 for Lebesgue 
measure almost everywhere and 
I co log I GAj(zQ2/(l + u”) du > --co for j = 1, 2,..., M and AEL. --m 
Furthermore, for u2 > u, 
Dj(U2) - Qj(ul) = &j-- e-‘“*8~ke-‘“’ dZj(s) 
where Z,(s) is as in Eq. (2). The spectral measureFh of X,(+) is given by dF,(u) = 
E I dY/,(412 = I:, I c.7 ,,3 u 2 u ‘( >I d /2 rr and is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure. The one-dimensional case of this result was the basic 
lemma used in the representation theory of [2]. In the present approach the 
absolute continuity of F,, is a rather direct consequence of Theorem 1. Next we 
examine the relationship between the dimensionality and multiplicity of X,(4). 
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THEOREM 3. Let L be a linear space and let n = dim(L), where n may be 
injinite. Assume that X,(#) is linear in X and of multiplicity M. Then M < n. 
Proof. For n infinite there is nothing to prove. Therefore, let n be finite 
and let X, , X, ,..., X, be a basis of L. Consider the one-dimensional process 
Xhd+), + E K, that results when hj is fixed. Clearly H(X) = Cy=, H(X,+) (where 
the sum need not be orthogonal). Furthermore, each space H(X,,) is invariant 
under the operator H. It follows from Eq. (7) that XAi($) has a spectral measure 
dF,,@) = E I 4~J(il)lz = I%“=, I Gt,h) I2 d u /2 rr which is absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. According to [2, Lemma 2.11, the absolute 
continuity of F,,* implies that for an arbitrary fixed 4 E K, the linear hull of the 
elements eiHtXn,($), t E (-co, co) is dense in H(XAj). This means that H has 
a simple spectrum in H(X,$), and that for an arbitrary fixed rj E K, the space 
G C H(X) generated by XA,(~), j = 1,2,..., n, is a generating subspace of H 
in H(X). Thus the spectral multiplicity of H in H(X) is < n. The conclusion 
now follows from the fact that the spectral multiplicities of H and T in H(X) 
are equal. 
COROLLARY. A one-dimensional process X($) has multiplicity one. 
4. THE GENERALIZED INNOVATIONS PROCESS OF X,(+) 
Let W = Cz, @ W, be the unitary operator (defined in the proof of Theorem 
2) from’& @ Lj2(- co, co) onto H(X) = C$, @ H,(X). The representation 
(2) was obtained using the isomorphism W. Now KC L2(- co, CO). It is inter- 
esting to examine the mapping defined by W of K into H(X). Clearly this 
mapping is given by 
Wj$ = [“‘“’ 4(S) dZj(s) = [” &u) d@j(U) (8) 
with 4 E K and j = 1, 2,..., M. It is easy to verify that the mapping 4 --+ W,$ 
defines a generalized process which we will denote by WNj(+) (WNf($) = W&. 
Using Eq. (8) and Theorem 2 it follows that for 4, I/ E K: 
SO that WNj(+),j = 1, 2 ,..., Mare mutually orthogonal W.S.S. generalized white- 
noise processes. The action of operators Hi and Tj on WNj(+) is given [see 
W- WI by 
Hj WNf($) = WNj($‘(t)) and TjWNj(+) = WIV’d(t$(t)). (9) 
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Note that the left-most equation of Eqs. (9) holds true for X,(4) as well. As is 
not difficult to prove, H(X, t) = czI 0 H(WIVj , t) and {WIV5(+); 
j = 1, 2,..., M} may be called the M-dimensional generalized innovations 
process associated with X,(4). 
Using the definition of functions of a self-adjoint operator given in [lo, 
p. 3381 and the fact that the spectral representation of X,(#) given in Eq. (7) 
was obtained by diagonalization of H, it follows that 
j”‘“’ (G,j * +)(s) dz,(s) = jm i(u) e,j(u) &f+(u) = e,j(H,) WN&). (10) 
--m --m 
Using the notation H4Vj(GAj * 4) for the left-most side of Eq. (lo), it follows 
from Eqs. (2) and (10) that 
and we have obtained a “Wold decomposition” in terms of the generalized 
innovations process {WIVj($);j = 1,2,..., M}, where WIVj(+) is obtained from 
X,j($) using the realizable prewhitening transformation (e,j)-l(HJ. 
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